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Effects of pH Buffering on Horizontal and Ganglion Cell
Light Responses in Primate Retina: Evidence for the Proton
Hypothesis of Surround Formation
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Negative feedback from horizontal cells to cone photoreceptors is regarded as the critical pathway for the formation of the antagonistic
surround of retinal neurons, yet the mechanism by which horizontal cells accomplish negative feedback has been difficult to determine.
Recent evidence suggests that feedback uses a novel, non-GABAergic pathway that directly modulates the calcium current in cones. In
non-mammalian vertebrates, enrichment of retinal pH buffering capacity attenuates horizontal cell feedback, supporting one model in
which feedback occurs by horizontal cell modulation of the extracellular pH in the cone synaptic cleft. Here we test the effect of exogenous
pH buffering on the response dynamics of H1 horizontal cells and the center-surround receptive field structure of parasol ganglion cells
in the macaque monkey retina. Enrichment of the extracellular buffering capacity with HEPES selectively attenuates surround antago-
nism in parasol ganglion cells. The H1 horizontal cell light response includes a slow, depolarizing component that is attributed to negative
feedback to cones. This part of the response is attenuated by HEPES and other pH buffers in a dose-dependent manner that is correlated
with predicted buffering capacity. The selective effects of pH buffering on the parasol cell surround and H1 cell light response suggests
that, in primate retina, horizontal cell feedback to cones is mediated via a pH-dependent mechanism and is a major determinant of the
ganglion cell receptive field surround.
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Introduction
A basic characteristic of many neurons in the early visual sys-

tem is a center-surround receptive field, whereby cells respond
strongly to small stimuli but weakly to large stimuli (Kuffler,
1953). The center-surround receptive field first appears in cone
photoreceptors and is thought to be generated by an inhibitory
feedback signal from second-order interneurons, the horizontal
cells (for review, see Wu, 1992; Burkhardt, 1993; Piccolino, 1995;
Kamermans and Spekreijse, 1999; Schwartz, 2002). Despite con-
siderable study, the synaptic mechanism that mediates this feed-
back has been difficult to identify and remains controversial.
Early experiments in non-mammalian retina suggested that hor-
izontal cell feedback to cones was mediated by a GABAergic syn-
apse, but more recent experiments show that feedback is not
affected by pharmacological manipulation of GABAergic neuro-
transmission (Thoreson and Burkhardt, 1990; Verweij et al.,

1996; Vessey et al., 2005) and that horizontal cell feedback oper-
ates via a nonvesicular mechanism that shifts the voltage activa-
tion curve of calcium channels on cone axon terminals to more
negative potentials (Verweij et al., 1996; Kraaij et al., 1999; Hira-
sawa and Kaneko, 2003; Cadetti and Thoreson, 2006). This shift
opens calcium channels, causing a depolarization that opposes
the light-induced photoreceptor hyperpolarization.

Pharmacological results in goldfish have supported two dif-
ferent models of horizontal cell modulation of cone calcium
channels. Sensitivity to carbenoxolone, which blocks gap junc-
tions, has been used as evidence for an ephaptic mechanism of
horizontal cell feedback. This proposal postulates that the gating
of voltage-dependent cone calcium channels is modulated by ex-
tracellular voltage gradients that result from current through gap
junction hemichannels on horizontal cell dendrites in response
to horizontal cell voltage changes (Byzov and Shura-Bura, 1986;
Kamermans et al., 2001; Kamermans and Fahrenfort, 2004). Sen-
sitivity to pH buffers, such as HEPES, support an alternative
proton-dependent mechanism. According to this proposal, light-
driven hyperpolarization of the horizontal cell alkalinizes the
cone synaptic cleft. The decrease in proton concentration shifts
the voltage activation curve of cone Ca 2� channels in the negative
direction, and the resulting increase in Ca 2� influx counteracts
the cone light response by depolarizing the cell and increasing
transmitter release (Barnes and Bui, 1991; Barnes et al., 1993;
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DeVries, 2001; Barnes, 2003; Hirasawa and Kaneko, 2003; Vessey
et al., 2005; Cadetti and Thoreson, 2006).

In primate retina, the receptive field surrounds of both cones
and ganglion cells also appear to be primarily mediated by a
non-GABAergic mechanism (Verweij et al., 2003; McMahon et
al., 2004). As in goldfish, carbenoxolone attenuates a feedback-
associated slow depolarization in macaque monkey H1 horizon-
tal cells (Packer and Dacey, 2005) and in addition blocks the
antagonistic surrounds of parasol ganglion cells (McMahon et al.,
2004) and long- and middle-wavelength-sensitive cones (Verweij
et al., 2003). However, the specificity of carbonoxolone for gap
junctions has been questioned recently (Vessey et al., 2004), and
the effect of exogenous pH buffers have not been tested on any
measures of the receptive field surround in primate. Here we
provide evidence that enrichment of retinal pH buffering selec-
tively attenuates the surrounds of parasol ganglion cells and also
blocks a slow, depolarizing component of the H1 horizontal cell
light response believed to reflect inhibitory feedback to cones.
The results support, in a mammalian retinal model, the hypoth-
esis that horizontal cell to cone negative feedback is dependent on
the modulation of proton concentration at the synaptic cleft and
that this novel feedback mechanism is critical for the formation of
ganglion cell surrounds.

Materials and Methods
Tissue preparation. Tissue was prepared as described previously (Dacey et
al., 2000b). In brief, under deep barbiturate anesthesia, Macaca nemest-
rina or fascicularis retinas were enucleated and hemisected to remove the
anterior pole, including the lens and vitreous humor. The retina, cho-
roid, and pigment epithelium were dissected as a unit from the sclera.
Radial cuts were made to flatten the retina, and it was fixed to a recording
chamber with poly-L-lysine, vitreal side up. The chamber was mounted
in an upright microscope. The retina was superfused with oxygenated
Ames medium (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and maintained at 36°C.

pH buffering. The pH of control Ames medium, containing 22 mM

NaHCO3, was adjusted to 7.4 at room temperature (�21°C), after equil-
ibration with 95% O2/5% CO2. Ames medium was supplemented with
the additional pH buffers HEPES (pKa 7.4), MES (pKa 6.03), 3-(N-
morpholino)-propanesulfonic acid (MOPS) (pKa 7.06), PIPES (pKa 6.7),
and Tris (pKa 7.8), at concentrations from 1 to 20 mM and adjusted to pH
7.4 after equilibration with 95% O2/5% CO2 at room temperature. All
buffers were obtained from Sigma. Buffering capacity was calculated as

2.3Ka[H�][B]

(Ka � [H�])2

where B is the buffer concentration, Ka is the buffer equilibrium constant,
and H � is the proton concentration at our experimental pH of 7.4
(3.98 � 10 �8

M) (Chesler, 1998). The addition of 20 mM HEPES to Ames
solution increased the osmolality from �280 to �310 mOsm. As a con-
trol for this increase, the effect of a similar increase in osmolality,
achieved by adding �20 mM sucrose, was tested in several cells.

Electrical recording. Glass microelectrodes (R � 250 –500 M�) were
filled with 2% Neurobiotin and 2% pyranine in 1 M K-acetate. Retinas
were stained with the vital dye acridine orange (several drops of 50 �M

solution were added to the bath) or 10 �M of the nuclear dye 4�,6�-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (perfused over the retina for 30 – 60
min) and visualized with fluorescence episcopic illumination simulta-
neously with the microelectrode. Parasol ganglion cell bodies were tar-
geted based on acridine orange staining of their large somas located in the
ganglion cell layer (Watanabe and Rodieck, 1989; Dacey and Brace,
1992). Horizontal cells were identified by DAPI staining of their nuclei,
located at the outer edge of the outer nuclear layer, and their distinctive
spatial arrangement (Dacey et al., 1996). Identity of cell types was con-
firmed after iontophoresis of pyranine allowed the examination of den-
dritic morphology in vitro. The electrode tip was positioned next to the
soma, and penetration was achieved by administering brief, high-

frequency current oscillations via the buzz feature of the amplifier. Intra-
cellular voltage was amplified (Axoprobe 2B; Molecular Devices, Sunny-
vale, CA) and digitized at 10 kHz. Data acquisition was controlled by
custom software.

Visual stimuli. Visual stimuli were generated by a three-channel digital
projector (VistaGRAPHX 2500; Christie Digital, Cypress, CA) controlled
by custom software through a VSG3 stimulus generator (Cambridge
Research Systems, Cambridge, UK) (Packer et al., 2001). The light stim-
ulus was delivered to the camera port of the microscope via relay optics
and brought into focus with a 4� objective producing a stimulus area of
2.96 � 2.22 mm on the retinal surface. Photoisomerization rates for the
L, M, and S cones were calculated from the spectra of the red, green, and
blue channels of the stimulator and the spectral sensitivities measured for
macaque cones in vitro (Baylor et al., 1987). For the present experiments,
all three channels were turned ON and attenuated by a 4 log unit neutral
density filter to produce a white stimulus field at a midphotopic back-
ground intensity (L, M, and S cone photoisomerization rates of 2.5 �
10 7, 1.9 � 10 7, and 4.1 � 10 6 photons/s/�m 2, respectively). Three
classes of spatial stimuli were used to determine the spatial structure of
the parasol ganglion cell receptive field: flickering spots of varying diam-
eter, flickering annuli of varying inner diameter, and drifting sinusoidally
modulated gratings of varying spatial frequency. Stimuli were centered
over the receptive field of the cell by moving small spots over the field and
locating the position that elicited the peak response. Spots and annuli
were modulated either as square waves or sinusoidally above and below
the background luminance at 50% contrast (contrast � LMAX � LBKG/
LBKG) at 2.03 Hz. Sine gratings were also modulated at 50% contrast and
drifted across the receptive field at 2 Hz. Multiple cycles of stimuli were
presented to the cell, and the responses were averaged and quantified by
taking the amplitude of the Fourier component of the voltage response at
the stimulus frequency. Spatial tuning curves derived from spot, annular,
or grating stimuli were fit using a difference of Gaussians model of the
receptive field that incorporates both the amplitude and phase of the
neural response (Enroth-Cugell et al., 1983). Details and application of
this model have been described previously (Dacey et al., 2000a; McMa-
hon et al., 2004). In brief, response amplitudes and phases were used to
determine the parameters of the model. There are six free parameters:
the amplitude, radius, and phase of the center and surround Gaussians.
The strengths of the center and surround mechanisms are defined by the
integrated volumes of their best-fitting Gaussians. A measure of the effect
of HEPES buffering on surround strength was taken as the ratio of con-
trol surround Gaussian volume and HEPES-buffered surround Gaussian
volume. Drugs did not significantly effect surround width, and this pa-
rameter was thus held constant at a single best-fit value for the control
and HEPES condition. Center width did not change from control to
experimental condition, although in some instances the amplitude of the
center response increased slightly during HEPES application. Signifi-
cance was determined by performing a Student’s t test, with a p value of
�0.05 indicating significance.

Results
Previous results argue that non-GABAergic horizontal cell feed-
back to L and M cones contributes significantly to both the an-
tagonistic surround of parasol ganglion cells and the slow depo-
larization of the horizontal cell light response (McMahon et al.,
2004; Packer and Dacey, 2005). Here we examine the effect of
exogenous pH buffering on these two measures of outer retinal
feedback to begin to test the proton feedback hypothesis in the
primate.

Parasol cells
The center-surround receptive field properties for six ON center
and four OFF center parasol ganglion cells were determined using
spots, annuli, and drifting sinusoidally modulated gratings (each
at 50% contrast) before, during, and in some cases after washout
of HEPES buffer. Figure 1A shows an example of a typical ON
parasol cell response. In response to a 300-�m-diameter spot
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centered over the receptive field and mod-
ulated at 2 Hz, ON center parasol cells
showed a transient spike discharge on a
sustained depolarization during light ON
and a transient hyperpolarization at light
offset (Fig. 1A, left). A larger 2000-�m-
diameter spot, stimulating both the center
and the surround, evoked diminished and
more transient responses at light onset and
transient hyperpolarizations at light offset,
indicative of surround antagonism (Fig.
1B, left). In the presence of 20 mM HEPES,
a 300 �m spot evoked a robust and sus-
tained response (Fig. 1A, right) that was
similar to control in amplitude (HEPES/
control response amplitude, 1.32 	 0.17;
p � 0.13; n � 10) but with reduced hyper-
polarization at light offset. A 2000 �m spot
in the presence of HEPES, unlike control,
evoked a strong and sustained response
(Fig. 1B, right) that was 0.72 	 0.04 of
maximum ( p � 0.001 vs control; n � 10),
similar to that of the center-dominated re-
sponses shown in Figure 1A. The overall
effect of HEPES buffering on surround
strength was quantified by plotting re-
sponse amplitude as a function of spot di-
ameter for control and HEPES condition
and fitting the data with a difference of
Gaussians receptive field model (see Mate-
rials and Methods). Data for a single ON
parasol cell is shown in Figure 1C. In the
predrug condition, the response peaks
�400 �m and then rolls off at larger spot
diameters as surround antagonism in-
creases. The best fit to the data gave a
center-surround strength ratio near 1
(1.2). In contrast, HEPES buffering
strongly reduces the roll off in response
with larger-diameter stimuli and increased
the center-surround ratio to 5.1. The ratio
of HEPES surround strength to control
surround strength for this cell was 0.23, or
a 77% reduction in surround strength. Us-
ing the spot protocol, surround strength
was reduced 61 	 17.5% relative to con-
trol values (mean 	 SD; maximum of
91%; minimum of 41%; n � 9) (Fig. 1C,
inset).

HEPES buffering at 20 mM similarly at-
tenuated surrounds using annuli or drift-
ing gratings to measure receptive field
structure, further strengthening the con-
clusion that HEPES buffering selectively
attenuates surround antagonism. As in
Figure 1B, the response to a large spot is transient (Fig. 2A), but
an annulus, which minimally stimulates the center, excites the
surround and generates a response of opposite polarity to the
center with a strong, sustained depolarization at light offset and
hyperpolarization at light onset (compare Figs. 2B, 1A). In the
presence of HEPES, the shape of the response to a spot was sig-
nificantly changed (Fig. 2A, right), showing strong, sustained
responses similar to the center-dominated responses to small

spot stimuli (compare with Fig. 1A, left). The response to an
annulus was smaller in HEPES than control, with transient re-
sponses at light onset and offset. This is consistent with a weak-
ened surround producing a smaller, more transient OFF re-
sponse and the center, the edge of which is stimulated by the
annulus and which is not antagonized as strongly by the weak
surround, producing a small ON response (Fig. 2B, right). Dif-
ference of Gaussians fits to both annular and drifting sine wave

Figure 1. HEPES attenuates parasol ganglion cell surround. A, Responses of an ON parasol ganglion cell to a 300-�m-diameter
spot (stimulus trace below) square wave stimulus modulated at 2 Hz in the absence (left) and presence (right) of 20 mM HEPES. The
responses are similar in both conditions. B, Responses of a parasol ganglion cell to a 2000-�m-diameter spot (stimulus trace
below) square wave stimulus modulated at 2 Hz in the absence (left) and presence (right) of HEPES. The control response is small
and transient because of surround antagonism. The response in HEPES is larger and more sustained, indicating diminished
surround antagonism. C, Response amplitude as a function of spot diameter in the absence (open circles) and presence (filled
circles) of 20 mM HEPES. Stimuli were spots sinusoidally modulated at 2 Hz. Solid lines are difference of Gaussian receptive field
model fits to the data; insets are two-dimensional profiles of the model fits. Responses at small spot diameters are similar, but
responses at larger spot diameters are larger in the presence of HEPES, and the ratio of center to surround (cntr/surr) response
strength increases. The inset on the right shows the mean response normalized to the maximum amplitude for nine cells in the
absence (solid line) and presence (dotted line) of 20 mM HEPES. In the presence of HEPES, the surround response is reduce by 61%.
CTR, Control.
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gratings also show a very clear surround attenuation
(Fig. 2C,D). For the annular stimuli (Fig. 2C), pure
surround response to surround-isolating annuli is
lost, and, for sine wave modulation of increasing spa-
tial frequency, the response shifts from the classical
bandpass shape given by center-surround antago-
nism to a low-pass, center-dominated response (Fig.
2D). Overall reduction in surround strength derived
from annular stimuli, and difference of Gaussian fits
was 72 	 24.5% (mean 	 SD; maximum of 100%;
minimum of 37%; n � 10) (Fig. 2C, inset plot). For
sine wave stimuli surround were similarly attenuated
by 75 	 16% of control values (mean 	 SD; maxi-
mum of 99%; minimum of 48%; n � 7) (Fig. 2D,
inset plot). Combining all control and HEPES sur-
round strength measurements from the difference of
Gaussians fit to each dataset for spot, annular, and
sine modulated stimuli gives a reduction in surround
strength of 69 	 20% (mean 	 SD; maximum of
100%; minimum of 37%; n � 26).

Horizontal cells
At the onset of a light step, horizontal cells hyperpo-
larize rapidly, followed by a slow depolarization to a
new steady-state membrane potential. At the offset of
a light step, they respond oppositely with a rapid de-
polarization that overshoots the dark resting mem-
brane potential, followed by a slow hyperpolarization
back to the dark potential (Fig. 3A). The overshoot
and slow hyperpolarization at light offset are not well
understood, but the slow depolarization at light on-
set is commonly attributed to horizontal cell feed-

4

Figure 2. HEPES attenuates parasol ganglion cell surround. A, Responses
of the same ON parasol ganglion cell shown in Figure 1 to an annulus with a
2000-�m-outer diameter and 0-�m-inner diameter (stimulus trace below)
square wave stimulus modulated at 2 Hz in the absence (left) and presence
(right) of 20 mM HEPES. The response in the presence of HEPES is larger,
indicating diminished surround antagonism. B, Responses of a parasol gan-
glion cell to an annulus with a 2000 �m outer diameter and 450 �m inner
diameter (stimulus trace below) square wave modulated at 2 Hz in the ab-
sence (left) and presence (right) of 20 mM HEPES. The response in the pres-
ence of HEPES is diminished, indicating decreased surround strength. C, Re-
sponse amplitude as a function of annulus inner diameter (outer diameter is
fixed at 2000 �m) in the absence (open circles) and presence (filled circles) of
20 mM HEPES. Stimuli were sinusoidally modulated at 2 Hz. Solid lines are
difference of Gaussian receptive field model fits to the data; insets are two-
dimensional profiles of the model fits. Responses at small annulus inner di-
ameters are larger and responses at larger annulus inner diameters are
smaller in the presence of HEPES, and the ratio of center to surround (cntr/
surr) response strength increases. The inset on the right shows the mean
response normalized to the maximum amplitude for 10 cells in the absence
(solid line) and presence (dotted line) of 20 mM HEPES. In the presence of
HEPES, the surround response is reduce by 72%. CTR, Control. D, Response
amplitude as a function of spatial frequency in the absence (open circles) and
presence (filled circles) of 20 mM HEPES. Stimuli were sinusoidal gratings
drifting at 2 Hz. Solid lines are difference of Gaussian receptive field model fits
to the data; insets are two-dimensional profiles of the model fits. Responses
at small spatial frequencies are larger and responses at larger spatial frequen-
cies are smaller in the presence of HEPES, and the ratio of center to surround
response strength increases. The inset on the right shows the mean response
normalized to the maximum amplitude for seven cells in the absence (solid
line) and presence (dotted line) of 20 mM HEPES. In the presence of HEPES, the
surround response is reduced by 75%.
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back to cones. This is based on the slow
depolarization being stronger in response
to large- than small-diameter stimuli, tem-
porally correlated with measures of hori-
zontal cell feedback in cones themselves
(Baylor et al., 1971; Stone and Witkovsky,
1987) and blocked by pharmacological
agents that also block feedback to cones
and surround responses in cones (Kamer-
mans et al., 2001; Verweij et al., 2003;
Packer and Dacey, 2005).

The amplitude of the slow depolariza-
tion, relative to the peak of the hyperpolar-
izing light response, increased with stimu-
lus size (Fig. 3B) and was 1.5 	 0.02
(mean 	 SD; n � 2) times greater for a
response evoked by a 2000 �m spot than
for one evoked by a 144 �m spot. Al-
though the amplitudes of the initial light
evoked hyperpolarization and the follow-
ing slow depolarization varied from cell to
cell, the ratio of depolarization to hyper-
polarization was constant for a given spot
size and thus was used to quantify the
strength of feedback. Thus, in all subse-
quent experiments, a constant spot diam-
eter of 2000 �m was used, giving a depo-
larization/hyperpolarization ratio of
0.27 	 0.01 (mean 	 SD; n � 25) (Fig.
3C).

We examined the effect of the pH
buffer HEPES on the horizontal cell light
response (Fig. 4A–C). At concentrations
below 5 mM, HEPES had no significant effect on the hyperpolar-
ization or depolarization amplitudes (depolarization/hyperpo-
larization, 0.25 	 0.01 in control; 0.26 	 0.03 in 1 mM HEPES;
n � 4). At higher concentrations (5 and 10 mM), HEPES signifi-
cantly increased the hyperpolarization amplitude and decreased
the depolarization amplitude. HEPES at 20 mM did not further
increase hyperpolarization amplitude but eliminated the slow de-
polarization (depolarization/hyperpolarization, 0.01 	 0.01 in
20 mM HEPES; n � 5) (Fig. 4B,C). The effects of HEPES were
reversible with continued perfusion with control solution (Fig.
4A). HEPES did not significantly change the resting membrane
potential of horizontal cells (control, �39.0 	 3.3 mV; 20 mM

HEPES, �45.6 	 8.0 mV; p � 0.30; n � 5). The slow depolariza-
tion was not affected by using sucrose to produce an equivalent
osmolality increase to 20 mM HEPES (depolarization/hyperpo-
larization, 0.29 	 0.01 in control; 0.29 	 0.01 in sucrose; p �
0.58; n � 3).

To further quantify the effect of HEPES on the horizontal cell
light response, we measured the slope of the voltage response in
the absence and presence of HEPES. The negative slope corre-
sponding to the onset of the hyperpolarizing response reaches a
maximum and then becomes less negative as the hyperpolariza-
tion becomes less steep and returns to zero at the peak of the light
response. The slope is positive during the depolarizing recovery
of the horizontal light response and returns to zero when the
voltage has reached its steady-state potential (Fig. 5A). We quan-
tified the slope by taking the time at which it crosses 50% of its
peak negative value on its downward and upward phase (Fig. 5B).
The downward phase is not significantly affected by HEPES (20
mM HEPES shifts the 50% crossing time 1.9 	 3 ms relative to

control; p � 0.58; n � 5), indicating the initial light response,
presumably before the effect of feedback, is unaffected by HEPES.
The upward 50% crossing is affected by HEPES in a dose-
dependent manner (Fig. 5C), with 20 mM HEPES shifting this
point by 15 	 3 ms relative to control ( p � 0.009; n � 5). This
suggests that HEPES only has an effect on the later portions of the
horizontal cell light response that are influenced by negative
feedback.

To test whether the effects of pH buffering were unique to
HEPES, experiments were done to examine the influence of sev-
eral other pH buffers on the horizontal cell light response. These
included “Good” buffers (Good et al., 1966) MOPS, PIPES, and
MES, which have an aminosulfonate moiety in common with
HEPES but have different pKa values, as well as the structurally
different buffer Tris. As shown in Figure 6A, both MOPS and Tris
diminished the horizontal cell slow depolarization in a
concentration-dependent manner. The effect of each exogenous
buffer on the slow depolarization was correlated with their calcu-
lated buffering capacity (Fig. 6B). Additionally, we compared the
effect of all buffers at 5 mM as a function of their pKa. The buffers
with the strongest effect at 5 mM were those with pKa values closer
to the pH of our experiments (7.4), MOPS and HEPES. Buffers
with pKa values farther away, most notably MES, had weaker
effects (Fig. 6C). These experiments suggest that the effect of
exogenous buffers is attributable to their pH buffering capacity
rather than nonspecific effects.

Pharmacological blockade of gap junctions has been shown to
affect horizontal cell feedback and ganglion cell surrounds (Ka-
mermans and Fahrenfort, 2004; McMahon et al., 2004). To test
for any nonspecific effect of HEPES on gap junctions, we mea-

Figure 3. Horizontal cell light response. A, Response of a horizontal cell to a 2000 �m spot square wave stimulus modulated
at 2 Hz (stimulus trace below). B, Ratio of depolarization amplitude to hyperpolarization amplitude as a function of spot diameter
(from 72 to 2000 �m) for a single cell. The slow depolarization increases relative to the hyperpolarization as spot diameter
increases. C, Ratio of depolarization to hyperpolarization amplitude (as shown in A) as a function of hyperpolarization amplitude
in response to 2000 �m spots (n � 25). The ratio of depolarization to hyperpolarization (Depol./Hyperpol.) is constant across all
response amplitudes.

Figure 4. HEPES dose response. A, Responses of a horizontal cell to a 2000 �m spot square wave stimulus modulated at 2 Hz
(stimulus trace below) for increasing concentrations of HEPES, showing increased hyperpolarizing response amplitude and de-
creased slow depolarization amplitude. B, Hyperpolarization amplitude as a function of [HEPES]. HEPES increases the hyperpo-
larization amplitude in a dose-dependent manner (n � 3, 4, or 5) (see Results). C, Ratio of depolarization to hyperpolarization
(Depol./Hyperpol.) as a function of [HEPES]. HEPES decreases the depolarization amplitude in a dose dependent manner (n � 3,
4, or 5) (see Results). CTR, Control.
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Figure 5. HEPES effect on the slope of the H1 response. A, Response of the same horizontal cell
shown in Figure 4 to the onset of a 2000 �m spot modulated at 2 Hz. The solid line is the voltage
response, and the dotted line is the slope of the response. B, Responses (above) and slope (below) of
a horizontal cell to the onset of a 2000 �m spot at 0 (solid), 1 (dashed), 5 (dash and dot), and 20
(dotted) mM HEPES. C, Time of 50% slope crossing relative to control on the downward (filled circles)
and upward (open circles) directions (see dotted line in B) as a function of [HEPES] (n�3, 4, or 5) (see
Results). HEPES shifts the upward crossing but not the downward crossing.

Figure 6. Other buffers attenuate the slow depolarization. A, Responses of horizontal cells to
a 2000 �m spot square wave stimulus modulated at 2 Hz (stimulus trace below) at two con-
centrations of Tris (above) and MOPS (below). Both Tris and MOPS decrease the depolarization
in a dose-dependent manner. B, Ratio of depolarization to hyperpolarization (Depol./Hyper-
pol.) as a function of buffer capacity for all buffers tested. The effect of all buffers on the depolarization
is correlated with their buffering capacity (n � 3, 4, or 5) (see Results). C, Ratio of depolarization to
hyperpolarization at 5 mM buffer as a function of buffer pKa. Buffers with pKa values closer to our
experimental pH had a stronger effect on the depolarization (n � 3, 4, or 5) (see Results).
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sured the spatial receptive fields of H1 horizontal cells. These cells
are electrically coupled to each other and thus have receptive
fields that are much larger than the dendritic field of a single H1
cell (Packer and Dacey, 2005). In response to sinusoidally mod-
ulated spots of increasing diameter, H1 cell responses increased
and eventually plateaued at large spot sizes (Fig. 7A). As an esti-
mate of receptive field size, we measured the spot diameter at
which the response reached 90% of its maximum (1144 	 27
�m). In the presence of HEPES, the response plateaus at larger
spot sizes than control, reaching 90% of its maximum at 1374 	
91 �m, indicative of an increase in receptive field size ( p � 0.037;
n � 9). We also measured the response to sinusoidally modulated
annuli with increasing inner diameters. The response decreases as
the annulus inner diameter increases (Fig. 7B). The point at
which the annulus response function decreased to 10% of its
maximum was 1043 	 35 �m in control and 1321 	 66 �m in the
presence of HEPES ( p � 0.001; n � 9). This provides additional
evidence that HEPES increases H1 receptive field size, which in-
dicates that it does not block gap junctional coupling between
horizontal cells.

Discussion
Enrichment of the retinal buffering capacity with HEPES atten-
uates the surrounds of parasol ganglion cells and also blocks the
horizontal cell slow depolarization in a dose-dependent manner.
Other pH buffers attenuate the horizontal cell slow depolariza-
tion in correlation with their relative pH buffering capacities.
HEPES slightly increases the receptive field size of H1 horizontal
cells. These results suggest that HEPES and other pH buffers
affect the horizontal cell light response via their pH buffering
properties, that feedback requires pH changes in the outer retina,
and that horizontal cell feedback to cones contributes signifi-
cantly to surround formation in ganglion cells. Consistent with
this interpretation, it has also been shown that increasing buffer
capacity with HEPES blocks surround induced currents in OFF
bipolar cells in newt retinal slices (Hirasawa and Kaneko, 2003),
and it has been found recently that a surround-mediated inward
current in macaque S cones can be reversibly blocked by 10 mM

HEPES (Packer et al., 2007) (D. M. Dacey, unpublished
observations).

Parasol cell surrounds
In the presence of HEPES, parasol cells respond to surround
stimulation with weak, transient depolarizations at light onset
and offset. In the ON parasol cell illustrated in Figure 2B, for
example, the weak OFF response is consistent with a weakened
surround, and the weak ON response likely results from the an-
nulus inner edge stimulating the outer edge of the receptive field
center, which is not fully antagonized by the weak surround.

Previous work in the primate retina has shown that carbenox-
olone and cobalt, which interfere with horizontal cell feedback,
attenuate parasol ganglion cell surrounds, whereas the sodium
channel blocker tetrodotoxin, the GABA receptor antagonist pi-
crotoxin, and the glycine receptor blocker strychnine, which all
interfere with amacrine cell circuits in the inner retina, do not
alter the basic center-surround structure parasol cell receptive
fields (McMahon et al., 2004). That HEPES, which also appears to
interfere with horizontal cell feedback, selectively attenuates the
surrounds of parasol cells strengthens the connection between
horizontal cell feedback in the outer retina and ganglion cell sur-
rounds. Based on measurements of surround amplitude from
difference of Gaussian receptive field fits, cobalt and carbenox-
olone attenuated parasol ganglion cell surrounds by �65%,
which is approximately the same as the attenuation caused by 20
mM HEPES shown in the present results using the same measure
of surround strength reduction. Surround attenuation is typically
not complete with either HEPES buffering or cobalt application.
Residual surround antagonism could be mediated by inner reti-
nal amacrine circuitry (Taylor, 1999; Flores-Herr et al., 2001;
Lukasiewicz, 2005) and/or incomplete block by these pharmaco-
logical manipulations.

H1 horizontal cells
HEPES increased the light response amplitude and receptive field
size of horizontal cells, consistent with a previous study (Hare
and Owen, 1998) in which the normal bicarbonate buffer was
replaced with HEPES. It was hypothesized that, because HEPES
cannot cross cell membranes, unlike bicarbonate, intracellular
pH regulation was perturbed causing the observed changes in
retinal physiology. In our experiments, the normal bicarbonate
buffering system of the extracellular solution was augmented, not
replaced, by HEPES. Bicarbonate is still present to cross cell
membranes and participate in intracellular pH regulation, so the
effects of HEPES must be caused by the increased extracellular
buffering capacity it provides. The increased horizontal cell re-
sponse amplitude is at least partly attributable to a lack of feed-
back that would normally attenuate the response. Consistent
with this interpretation, our measurements show that the slope of
the initial component of the response, presumably before the
effect of feedback, is unaffected by HEPES. The slight increase in
receptive field size could be attributable to better transmission of
responses over the network of coupled horizontal cells as a result
of the increased response amplitudes of all horizontal cells in the
absence of feedback.

We used the slow depolarization of the horizontal cell light
response as a measure of horizontal cell feedback to cones. The
origin of the slow depolarization is not fully understood, but
there is evidence that it is correlated with horizontal cell feedback
to cones. It is much stronger in response to large spots than small
spots (Baylor et al., 1971; Stone and Witkovsky, 1987), suggesting
that it is mediated by lateral horizontal cell feedback over large
retinal areas. In responses to large spots, cones have a depolariz-
ing inflection in their light response that is not present in re-
sponses to small spots. This inflection is coincident with the hor-

Figure 7. H1 cell receptive field in the presence of HEPES. A, Horizontal cell response as a
function of spot diameter in the absence (solid line) and presence (dashed line) of HEPES.
Stimuli were spots sinusoidally modulated at 2 Hz. Response amplitude was measured as the
strength of the Fourier component of the membrane voltage at the stimulus frequency, nor-
malized to the maximum amplitude. HEPES causes responses to plateau at larger spot sizes,
indicating larger receptive field size (n � 9). CTR, Control. B, Horizontal cell response as a
function of annulus inner diameter (outer diameter was fixed at 2000 �m) in the absence (solid
line) and presence (dashed line) of 20 mM HEPES. Stimuli and measurement parameters were
the same as in A. Responses are stronger at larger annulus inner diameters in the presence of
HEPES, indicating larger receptive field size (n � 9).
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izontal cell slow depolarization, and the temporal relationship of
the two is consistent with horizontal cell feedback (Baylor et al.,
1971). Pharmacological agents that block feedback measured in
cones also block the slow depolarization in horizontal cells (Ka-
mermans et al., 2001; Verweij et al., 2003; Packer and Dacey,
2005). Models of outer retinal processing that include horizontal
cell feedback reproduce the slow depolarization (Smith, 1995;
van Hateren, 2005), although in one model, temporal filtering of
the H1 cell light response could account for H1 cell dynamics
without recourse to a negative feedback pathway (Smith et al.,
2001). In the primate retina to date, surround pharmacology is
consistent in that agents that block surrounds of ganglion cells
also block the horizontal cell slow depolarization and the sur-
rounds of cones (Verweij et al., 2003; McMahon et al., 2004;
Packer and Dacey, 2005). The close correspondence with similar
results in nonmammalian retina, including evidence that HEPES
affects horizontal cell modulation of cone calcium channels
(Hirasawa and Kaneko, 2003; Vessey et al., 2005; Cadetti and
Thoreson, 2006), suggests that horizontal cell feedback modula-
tion of proton concentration at the cone synapse is a fundamental
signaling mechanism in the establishment of the retinal receptive
field.

Although our results provide strong support for the proton
hypothesis of surround inhibition (see Introduction), they do not
prove it. The main difficulty is in not knowing how the proton
concentration in the cone synaptic cleft is affected by light. A
recent study (Kreitzer et al., 2007) using self-referencing H�-
selective microelectrodes to measure extracellular proton fluxes
in cultured fish horizontal cells reports that the increase in intra-
cellular Ca2� resulting from glutamate-evoked horizontal cell
depolarization stimulates proton uptake by activating an ATP-
driven plasma membrane Ca2� pump that exports Ca2� and
imports H�. This would suggest that the cleft may be alkalized in
dark and acidified in light. The proton hypothesis, however, is
based on light having the opposite effect, i.e., causing cleft alkal-
ization. The suggested mechanism responsible for the postulated
increase in cleft pH is an amiloride-sensitive proton-permeable
ion channel (Vessey et al., 2005), such as epithelial sodium chan-
nels (ENaCs), which are more permeable to protons than sodium
ions (Hille, 2001). In this scenario, the light-evoked hyperpolar-
ization of the horizontal cell increases ENaC-mediated inward
H� ion current and removes protons from the cleft. Amiloride
and divalent cations block ENaCs as well as the depolarizing com-
ponent of the horizontal cell light response (Sheng et al., 2002;
Vessey et al., 2005). This suggests that the elimination of the H1
cell slow depolarization and the attenuation of ganglion cell sur-
rounds by cobalt in the primate retina (McMahon et al., 2004;
Packer and Dacey, 2005) are attributable to it blocking ENaC
proton conductance. The discrepant predictions of the affect of
light on cleft pH emphasizes the importance of developing meth-
ods for directly measuring synaptically related pH changes at high
temporal and spatial resolution within this morphologically
complex synapse (Haverkamp et al., 2000; Traynelis and Chesler,
2001).

The main alternative to the pH hypothesis of horizontal cell
feedback is the ephaptic hypothesis, whereby connexin
hemichannels at horizontal cell dendritic tips allow current from
horizontal cell dendrites to change the extracellular voltage in the
synapse and modulate cone calcium channels (Kamermans et al.,
2001; Kamermans and Fahrenfort, 2004). Several Good buffers,
including HEPES and MES, have been shown to inhibit connexin
channel activity directly, specifically channels containing
connexin-26 (Bevans and Harris, 1999), which is thought to be

the type constituting hemichannels in fish retina (Janssen-
Bienhold et al., 2001). We believe that these buffers are not acting
by blocking hemichannels in our experiments for several reasons:
Tris, which does not inhibit connexin channel activity, has a sim-
ilar effect on the horizontal cell slow depolarization as HEPES,
consistent with results from goldfish (Hirasawa and Kaneko,
2003). The action of all the buffers tested was correlated with their
buffering capacity rather than their absolute concentration (Fig.
7). Finally, the gap junction-dependent receptive field of H1 hor-
izontal cells was increased in size by HEPES, not decreased as
would be expected if HEPES nonspecifically blocked gap
junctions.
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